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ABSTRACT
Objectives This study estimates the prevalence of 
cancers that are categorised as treatable but not curable 
(TbnC) in England. It provides a quantification of the 
population and a framework to aid identification of this 
group to enable the design of tailored support services.
Design Through consultation with clinical and data 
experts an algorithmic definition of TbnC was developed. 
Using cancer registry data sets, with five other linked data 
sets held by the National Disease Registration Service, the 
algorithm was applied as part of this retrospective cohort 
study to estimate the size and characteristics of the TbnC 
population.
Setting and participants The health data records of 
1.6 million people living with cancer in England in 2015, 
following a cancer diagnosis between 2001 and 2015, 
were retrospectively assessed for TbnC status.
Results An estimated 110 615 people in England were 
living with TbnC cancer at the end of 2015, following 
identification of TbnC cancer between 2012 and 2015. In 
addition, 51 946 people fit the initial search criteria but 
were found to have been in their last year of life at the 
end of 2015 and therefore considered separately here as 
end of life cases. A further 57 117 people in England were 
initially identified as being at high risk of recurrence or 
having their life being shortened by cancer but did not fit 
the TbnC conceptual framework and were excluded, but 
their results are also reported under ‘group B’.
Conclusions A population living with TbnC cancer can be 
identified using data currently collected on a national scale 
in England. This large population living with TbnC cancer 
requires personalised treatment and support.

INTRODUCTION
There is an important subgroup of people 
with cancer who, although ultimately their 
cancer is very rarely cured (eradicated 
completely), have the option to receive treat-
ments that can slow the progression of their 
cancer, prolong life and control symptoms.1 
This group of people can be referred to as 
living with ‘treatable but not curable’ (TbnC) 
cancer. Here we aim to use English cancer 

registry and linked data sets to quantify the 
population living with TbnC cancer.

People living with TbnC cancer are a 
heterogeneous group with different survival 
lengths and a variety of treatment options.1 In 
our terminology a patient's TbnC status does 
not always mean being in active treatment, 
nor does it rule out that treatments received 
would include those described by clinicians 
as ‘radical’ or ‘curative’ . Rather, not curable 
refers to the expectation that the cancer is 
highly unlikely to be eradicated and there is 
a high chance that, in the absence of other 
more imminent causes of death, this cancer 
will lead to death. Most people in the TbnC 
group will be living with a cancer that is not 
curable from diagnosis until their death. This 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► The algorithm used to define treatable but not cur-
able (TbnC) status was developed through repeat-
ed consultation with healthcare professionals. This 
strengthened the work by validating the relevance 
of the concept to clinical practice and by developing 
consensus among those caring for people living with 
cancer.

 ► However, reliance on clinical opinions can increase 
the subjectivity and inconsistency within the criteria 
and it is likely to require updating as new treatment 
and diagnostic processes emerge.

 ► The results are produced from algorithmic analy-
sis of routinely collected health data from multiple 
linked data sets. This offers a large and high- quality 
evidence base, covering all England, and enables 
further use of this data in guiding care and policy.

 ► Conversely, reliance of the algorithmic definition on 
the cancer registry and linked data sets means that 
the analysis is limited to a time frame were the data 
sets were of sufficient quality and completeness.

 ► TbnC is a heterogeneous group and marginal cases 
can challenge any definition however multiple crite-
ria were used to reduce potential errors.
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means treatment decisions need to be taken in the context 
of higher levels of uncertainty in their outcome and more 
‘safety net’ support should be planned for these patients; 
these might include cancer- specific information, psycho-
logical support, exercise and energy advice or financial 
and work support.

TbnC is not a widely used terminology, however, no 
alternative with a clear consistent definition exists. Related 
concepts like advanced, progressive, chronic, palliative, 
terminal, incurable or life- limiting cancer do not have a 
standard definition that applies to all cancer types and 
settings. They also come with preconceptions that can 
build barriers with people living with cancer rather than 
opening up conversations for shared decision- making. 
We acknowledge the overlap in these terms and seek to 
clarify the language and focus of such research by using 
the single transparent TbnC terminology.

People living with TbnC cancer go through various 
diagnostic and treatment pathways but they often face the 
shared experience of uncertainty around the progression 
of their cancer. Living with TbnC cancer can be a long 
and complex experience, potentially under the care of 
several healthcare professionals and undergoing multiple 
treatments.1 For instance, research on people living with 
myeloma showed that the key issue they reported after 
their diagnosis and while not in active treatment, was 
uncertainty about their future.2 Other studies have shown 
that people with advanced colorectal cancer mention 
continual uncertainty about future functional decline 
and prognosis.3 Uncertainties often relate to the timescale 
and trajectory of the disease and the patient’s perceived 
lack of control or ability to make plans. This can mean 
that people feel as if they are ‘living from scan to scan’.4 
The impact of this uncertainty extends beyond prognosis 
to broader areas of life, such as planning for the future, 
providing for family, employment, finances and retire-
ment.5 People living with TbnC cancer can have a range 
of medical or physical needs, such as pain and fatigue, as 
well as more cancer specific or cancer treatment- related 
symptoms.2 Some people with TbnC cancer even feel in 
good health for periods, reporting that they need ‘to get 
over the shock of being told you have an incurable cancer 
even though you feel well'.1 2

Previous analysis of a similar population estimated 
the number of people with ‘progressive’ cancer across 
four cancer types.6 This estimate was based on people 
with metastatic disease, but not in their last year of life. 
That study concluded that progressive cancer is one of 
the most resource- dependent phases of the care pathway, 
both in terms of expense and need for support. Subse-
quently, the Three Cancer Groups framework identified 
a group of cancers with ‘intermediate survival’ (typically 
more than a year but less than 80% 5- year survival), for 
which cancer is a complex ongoing disease.7 This work 
called for shared care between patients and clinicians to 
preserve quality of life through a balance of acute inter-
ventions, chronic illness management, palliative care 
principles, acknowledgement that cancer is likely to be 

life- limiting and recognition of people’s move to the 
dying phase.

There is a point, in the cancer journey, when people 
who have lived with TbnC cancer are more helpfully 
described as ‘approaching the end of life’ (EoL). There 
is no clear distinction on when this happens, but other 
analyses have used the definition of the last year of life,8 
which is the approach we have taken here. However, it 
has to be noted that this definition may not reflect typical 
access to EoL services.9

Some cancers that are defined as TbnC in this paper 
may not be recognised as such by the person living with 
cancer or healthcare professionals. This can be due to 
difficulties in predicting an individual’s prognosis based 
on their personal and disease characteristics, differences 
in how clinicians, people living with cancer and others 
think about terms like ‘not curable’ and a possible gap 
between the hoped outcome for their condition and 
impartial outlooks. In this study, we aim to take a data- 
driven approach to TbnC, rather than focusing on people 
who would self- identify as TbnC or people who would be 
identified as TbnC by their medical team. This has the 
advantage of not being influenced by person to person 
variations in the definition of TbnC but, inevitably, it will 
mean that, for some people identified in this group, the 
person living with cancer or their medical team would 
disagree with the TbnC classification.

Our objective in this study was to quantify the number 
of people living with TbnC cancer in England. This 
required us to refine the concept of TbnC cancer into 
an algorithmic definition using the available variables 
in the cancer registry and linked databases. Sizing the 
TbnC population will build credibility to the TbnC 
concept, demonstrate its importance to policymakers 
and the general public and aid in the design of services 
that can provide personalised care to meet the individual 
concerns of people within this population. The algo-
rithmic definition will add precision and standardisation 
to the definition and allow further research analysis into 
the characteristics and needs of the population.

METHODS
Definition development
While this study focuses on the quantification of TbnC 
cases in England, earlier work was done to establish a 
working definition for ‘TbnC’ cancer (figure 1). Briefly, 
previous unpublished work that informed TbnC work 
included qualitative research on advanced care planning, 
which involved interviews with people living with cancer 
(n=13) and health and social care providers (n=30). The 
actual term ‘TbnC’ was then developed and qualitative 
interviews with people living with TbnC cancer (n=8) 
were carried out to understand how they describe and 
define living with their diagnosis. The definition was 
then tested and refined through interviews with stake-
holders and experts in the field, including palliative care 
consultants, general practitioners (GPs), cancer specialist 
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nurses, haematology nurses and physiotherapists, specif-
ically this involved multi- site structured interviews with 
healthcare providers (n=21) across the UK. Additional 
in- depth structured interviews (n=11) with people living 
with TbnC cancer were also carried out. The term TbnC 
and their populations specific needs were further tested 
through thematic analysis of online cancer forum threads, 
a narrative literature review of published research on 
TbnC cancer (including searches on other related terms) 
and secondary consolidation and thematic analysis of the 
results of all the aforementioned work.

The actual term ‘Treatable but not Curable’ was then 
settled on to describe this cancer and the experience, 
with the intent that it is meaningful, acceptable to people 
living with cancer and professionals and useful in practice. 
A working definition of TbnC was also developed—the 
result: ‘TbnC cancer refers to people living with cancer 
that can very rarely be cured (eradicated completely) but 
can be treated to slow the progression of their cancer, 
prolong life and control symptoms’.

Algorithm development
Next, we began the process of counting people living with 
TbnC cancer in England. To do this, we took a retrospective 
cohort approach, using the National Cancer Registration 

Data set and a selection of linked databases.10 Namely, 
we used the linked data from the systematic anti- cancer 
therapy (SACT) data set, radiotherapy data set (RTDS), 
National Cancer Waiting Times Monitoring data set and 
Hospital Episodes Statistics (admitted and outpatient) 
dataset; the details of these data sets and their linkage 
are available from the National Disease Registration 
Service (NDRS).11 No single field in these data sets would 
allow direct identification of TbnC cancer, therefore we 
constructed a set of search criteria to define this group 
algorithmically using various fields across multiple data 
sets. Although we recognised that each criterion provides 
only partial information in isolation, by combining them, 
we sought to identify the majority of the TbnC cancer 
group. We took a conservative approach seeking to iden-
tify the TbnC cohort using the definitions around which 
we received the most confidence and consensus.

A preliminary algorithm was developed based on 
concepts explored in the qualitative description of this 
group and in the Three Cancer Groups framework.7 This 
included selecting people based on specific cancer types, 
stages of disease, treatment options or treatment intent. 
For example, selecting people who received radiotherapy 
recorded in RTDS as having ‘palliative’ intent. This initial 
algorithm was applied to the cancer registry data sets to 
estimate the number of people meeting each criterion. 
The methodology and preliminary results of this process 
were then scrutinised and refined in a workshop involving 
25 collaborators, including oncologists, haematologists, 
researchers, data experts and specialist cancer nurses 
(figure 2).

A second, more comprehensive, set of search criteria 
were then used to redevelop the algorithm, which again 
was used to quantify people living with TbnC cancer. This 
iteration was informed by a survey of clinical advisors on 
SACT treatments (criteria 5) and refining the cancer types 
and stage combo (criteria 1) used to define TbnC status. 
Alongside the quantification, we carried out an analysis of 
people identified through more than one search criteria 
to understand their overlap. Additional consideration was 
placed on the subset that only met one search criteria to 
ensure that these were true cases of TbnC cancer, as they 
could represent margins of the definition, lacking the 
validation provided when multiple criteria are met.

Our preliminary findings were then reviewed in a 
second workshop. At this point, the need to differentiate a 
related cohort (‘group B’) started to emerge. This group 
focuses on people with cancers who are not in stage 4 
but where the 5- year net survival rate tends to be 50% 
or less. Group B includes people with apparent locore-
gional solid cancers who may receive aggressive radical 
treatments but are at high risk of recurrence or having 
their life being shortened by cancer. It also includes 
heterogeneous cancer types, such as brain and non- 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, where the chance of being not 
curable depends on the specific cancer subtype. There 
is a case for saying that people in group B, like the TbnC 
group, need support to prepare for EoL, even if they have 

Stakeholders

Agreed
Wording Working

Definition

Concept
Development

Stakeholders

Algorithmic
Definition

Cancer
Registry

&
Linked 

Datasets

Continual
Refinement

The "treatable but not curable"
concept developed through 
Macmillan's continuous work 
with people living with cancer.

 - 1 -

Specific discussions were broadened to
stakeholders including people living 
with cancer and health care providers. 

Through these discussions the term 
"Treatable but not Curable" (TbnC) and 
a working definition were developed. 

 - 2 -

 - 3 -
Available datasets were searched for 
data items that could indicate TbnC status
and an initial algorithm was developed.

Preliminary methods and data
were shared with data experts 
and health care providers 
and went through several 
rounds of refinement.

 - 4 -

While further research and refinement 
continues the results of this process
were gathered for wider sharing. 

 - 5 -

Figure 1 Concept development flow diagram; a summary 
of the path from concept development to the TbnC algorithm 
and results of this analysis. TbnC, treatable but not curable
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a reasonable chance of receiving successful radical treat-
ment. As such we differentiate the ‘TbnC’ population 
from the related population (‘group B’) but continue to 
present data for both groups separately in our analysis.

A final iteration of the algorithm was then developed; 
this included a refinement of the criteria based on 
Hospital Episode Statistics (detailed protocol available 
in online supplemental appendix 1). People with TbnC 
cancer are defined as anyone who met at least one of the 
final search criteria (online supplemental appendix 2). 
Two selection criteria of the algorithm can denominate 
group B cases, but where any of the 12 search criteria indi-
cate TbnC status this was given preference. Another list of 
criteria was evaluated and discarded from the analysis, as 
they were determined not to be successful in identifying 
people living with TbnC cancer (online supplemental 
appendix 2).

The final 12 search criteria were algorithmically applied 
to the NDRS data sets to compile a list of times the search 
criteria are met for each relevant person (figure 2). Each 
time a search criterion is met by a person, there is an asso-
ciated date which is used to identify the first time each 

criterion is met by an individual. This timeline is used 
within the algorithm to select the earliest TbnC desig-
nating event. The person and cancer characteristics in 
the results data are based on the status at the time of the 
earliest TbnC designating event.

The TbnC prevalence group includes all those alive at 
the end of 2015 who were not at EoL (in their last year of 
life). The algorithm does initially identify the combined 
TbnC and EoL population, but those at EoL are ulti-
mately excluded by removing people later found to have 
who died in 2016. Those who are excluded due to being at 
EoL are presented separately here for completeness and 
to aid interpretation of the search criteria. A welch two 
sample t- test was used to test the significance of the differ-
ence in mean number of criteria met between TbnC and 
EoL groups. The t- test was carried out on ln transformed 
data to normalise the data distribution and medians and 
ranges are quoted in text for interpretability.

Detailed methods, descriptions of the algorithm’s 12 
search criteria and data set descriptions are additionally 
set out in the publicly available workbook and online 
supplemental appendix 1. The workbook also contains 

National Cancer
Registration Dataset

RTDSSACT HES CWT

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19 , 20 , 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26,27, 28 29...

Prevalence Incidence Occurrence
Treatable but not Curable Cancer

2020 workbook

12 search criteria 
of the

TbnC Algorithm

The national cancer registry datasets
and 4 linked datasets provide the 
underlying search space for the algorithm.

 - 1 -

 - 2 -
The five datasets are filtered down to the
relevant date ranges.

The algorithm then searches all relevant 
records using 12 search criteria to select
any records indicating TbnC status.

The algorithm then sorts the records and 
uses vital status records to make a final
evaluation on TbnC status.

 - 3 -

 - 4 - 
Chronological data is then aggregated and
filtered down to three analytic groupings;
prevalence, incidence and occurrence.

The aggregated data for these three groups
was released in a publicly available data set.

 - 5 - 

Figure 2 Data flow diagram summarising the steps undertaken during a run of the algorithm used to quantify TbnC cases. 
CWT,National Cancer Waiting Times Monitoring;HES, Hospital Episodes Statistics; RTDS, radiotherapydata set;SACT, 
systematic anti- cancertherapy;TbnC, treatable but not curable.
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the aggregated data results of the study: http://www. ncin. 
org. uk/ view? rid= 4153.

Reporting and data access
Strengthening the Reporting of Observational studies in 
Epidemiology (STROBE) cohort reporting guidelines 
were used.12 The NDRS is part of PHE (Public Health 
England). PHE has been granted specific legal permis-
sion to collect information about patients with cancer for 
specific purposes, without the need to seek consent. These 
purposes include health improvement and service provi-
sion. This permission was granted to PHE through section 
251 of the NHS Act 2006.13 This support is reviewed annu-
ally by the Confidentiality Advisory Group of the Health 
Research Authority. PHE releases are subjected to strict 
confidentiality provisions in line with the requirements of 
the Common Law Duty of Confidentiality,14 the General 
Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and the seven 
Caldicott principles.14–16

Patient and public involvement
Patients were involved in early development, particularly 
around the ‘TbnC’ terminology where a patient stake-
holder groups were consulted on the applicability of this 
term. However, it was not possible to involve patients in 
other later areas of the study design due to data protec-
tion restrictions and the technical methods required to 
do a data linkage analysis.

RESULTS
Results are presented for the following populations:

Prevalence Estimated number of people living with treatable 
but not curable (TbnC) cancer at the end of 2015. 
Includes those alive at end of 2015 and having 
met criteria between 2012 and 2015. This is a 
person's level count, so people are counted once 
under the first of the 12 criteria that they met in 
the analysis period.

Occurrence Estimated number of times a distinct TbnC 
criterion was met. Includes those alive at end 
of 2015 and having met criteria between 2012 
and 2015. This is an event level count, so people 
are counted up to 12 times, once per each new 
criteria met. Those who meet the same criteria 
more than once are only counted once.

Incidence Estimated number of people who became TbnC 
during 2015. Includes those meeting criteria in 
2015 and not previously during 2012–2014. This 
is a person's level count, so people are counted 
once under the first of the 12 criteria that they 
met in the analysis period. Vital status is not 
considered.

All three cohorts are additionally split by whether the 
algorithm indicated 'TbnC' or 'group B' status. Prevalence 
and occurrence counts are also split by the EoL status of 
the patients. EoL positive indicates they died within a year 
of the end of the study period (31 December 2015), that 

is, at the end of 2015, they were in their last year of life, 
rather than TbnC.

Prevalence of TbnC cancer in England in 2015
There were 110 615 people in England living with TbnC 
cancer at the end of 2015 (figure 3A). This counts people 
based on their first- identified TbnC cancer and includes 
12 209 people living with breast cancer (11%), 20 432 with 
prostate cancer (18%) and 26 943 living with haematolog-
ical cancers (24%). There were also a substantial number 
of colorectal (10%), lung (7%) and head and neck 
cancers (6%) (figure 3B). Breaking down TbnC popula-
tion by stage at diagnosis, stage 4 is most common (43%).

We additionally report a further 45 942 people in 
England in group B (figure 3A). Group B includes those 
identified as being at high risk of recurrence or having 
their life being shortened by cancer but who did not 
fit the TbnC framework following categorisation. As 
expected, (criteria 1 will designate most stage 4 cases to 
TbnC) there are notably less people diagnosed at stage 4 
in Group B (7%), than in TbnC (figure 3C), more group 
B cases are staged as ‘unknown’ at diagnosis (43%).

We consider the TbnC group to exclude people at EoL 
(in their last year of life). A total of 51 946 people fit the 
initial search criteria but were found by subsequent steps 
in the algorithm to have been at EoL rather than TbnC. 
An added 11 175 potential group B cases were found to 
be EoL, in total the algorithm identified 63 121 EoL cases 
(figure 3A). The total prevalence of all people living with 
a TbnC cancer, a group B cancer or at EoL, was 219 678.

Timing of TbnC status at the patient level
In the prevalence population (people living with TbnC 
cancer in England at the end of 2015), the median age 
at time of their cancer diagnosis was 67 and the median 
age at the earliest TbnC designating event was 68 years 
(figure 4A) The age distributions at each of these points 
are broadly similar. Four in 10 were of working age (40% 
aged 15–65) at the time of meeting the TbnC criteria. 
The male sub- population is skewed towards older ages.

Two- thirds of the people identified had their earliest 
TbnC designating event within a month of cancer diag-
nosis but, for some people, there was a gap between their 
diagnosis and earliest TbnC event. For 16%, there was 
a gap of a year or more between diagnosis and earliest 
TbnC event. The occurrence figures, which count not just 
the first criteria but also each subsequent one, show that 
about half (48%) of all TbnC events happened no more 
than a month from diagnosis. One quarter occurred after 
this but within a year, and the final quarter occurred more 
than 1 year after diagnosis, with 6% happening more than 
5 years after diagnosis (figure 4B).

Looking at specific cancer types, 38% of people living 
with TbnC breast cancer and 42% of people with TbnC 
skin cancer had a gap of 1 year or more between their 
initial cancer diagnosis and their earliest TbnC desig-
nating event. For 8% of TbnC breast cancer cases, there is 
a decade or more between the first cancer diagnosis and 
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meeting a search criterion (figure 4B). By contrast, TbnC 
prostate cancer is often defined as TbnC within a month 
of its diagnosis (81%).

Frequency of occurrence of TbnC indicative events and their 
interrelation
The occurrence numbers reveal over 191 057 occasions of 
TbnC designating events between 2012 and 2015, among 
the prevalence cohort of 110 615 people (figure 5A). In 
the occurrence, count criteria 1 (cancer and stage at diag-
nosis combination) accounts for 35% of events compared 
with over 60% for the prevalence counts (defined by just 
the first criteria met per person), showing how people 
who meet criteria 1 at diagnosis often go on to meet 
multiple other criteria. Out of 67 599 people categorised 
as TbnC based on meeting criteria 1, 38% met at least one 
additional criterion, if people at EoL are also considered 
this rises to 50%.

Of the 110 615 TbnC cases, 37% met two or more 
different criteria (figure 5B,C). For TbnC—EoL cases, 
the rate of meeting multiple criteria is higher (65%) 
(figure 5C). Across the TbnC and EoL groups, greater 
number of criteria were met by people in their last year of 
life (median 2) than those who were not at EoL (TbnC) 
(median 1); a statistically significant difference (95% CI 
0.37 to 0.38, p<0.0005). In group B, the number meeting 
multiple criteria is much lower. This may be by definition 
as group B can only be defined from criteria 1 or criteria 
2 events (figure 5A,B) and those who met group B and 
any other TbnC criteria are then only included in the 
TbnC population.

The incidence numbers show 135 855 people had their 
earliest TbnC designating event in 2015. This does not 
include those who may have had a TbnC designating 
event before 2012, where data quality was not sufficient 

Figure 3 2015 Prevalence of TbnC cancer in England. (A) Prevalence number of TbnC cancer in England in 2015, 110,615 
people living with TbnC cancer and not in their last year of life (TbnC, not EoL), with an additional 51 946 in their last year of life 
(TbnC, EoL). There were also 45 952 and 11 175 people in group B who were not and were in their last year of life, respectively 
(group B, not EoL; group B, EoL). (B) Cancer type breakdown of the TbnC and group B prevalence numbers, mapping along 
the same four groups as in (A) specific cancer type breakdowns within groups are shown. (C) Stage at diagnosis breakdown of 
the TbnC and Group B prevalence numbers, mapping along the same four groups as in (A) specific cancer stage at diagnosis 
breakdowns within groups are shown. 1—lung, trachea and bronchus, 2—secondary malignant neoplasms, 3—non- Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma and non- follicular lymphoma. EoL,end of life;TbnC, treatable but not curable. (CLL - Chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 
CML - Chronic myeloid leukaemia)
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to apply the algorithm but does include those who died 
within a year, thus representing an estimated incidence 
of TbnC cancer in 2015 (figure 5D). Of the 135 000 new 
cases, more than one in two people met the search criteria 
at the time of cancer diagnosis, while 24 782 (18%) of 
these cases were more than a year out from their cancer 
diagnosis. Lung cancer was by far the biggest group with 
28 921 (21%) new 2015 cases in total. 18 431 of these cases 
were categorised as TbnC based on first meeting criteria 
1—cancer and stage at diagnosis combination, that is, 
stage 4 lung cancer.

DISCUSSION
Principal findings
We have shown, for the first time, that there are over a 
hundred thousand people in England living with TbnC 
cancer—cancer that can very rarely be cured but can 
be treated to help manage their symptoms or slow the 

progression of the disease and extend their life. We iden-
tified 110 615 people alive in 2015 in England who met 
the search criteria for TbnC between 2012 and 2015. 
There were an additional 51 946 people identified who 
met the search criteria for TbnC but were in their last 
year of life.

TbnC status is often first defined from stage at diagnosis 
as this is likely to be the earliest event, but many of these 
cases are later validated by subsequent TbnC defining 
events. EoL cases tend to meet even more criteria, poten-
tially indicating the steady accrual of TbnC events as 
patients transition from treatable disease to their last year 
of life. When people do not meet the first criterion but 
do meet others, we hypothesise that this is often due to 
apparently successful treatment of early stage cancer and 
then, potentially years later, the development of meta-
static disease.

Relation to other studies
We are here offering a new definition, one that we hope 
more transparently and usefully defines this cohort, 
because of that novelty, direct comparison to other related 
studies is difficult. Nonetheless, as far back as 1996, the 
idea of managing advanced cancer was being raised to 
compete with the paradigm of cured versus terminal.17 
Repeated efforts have been made to quantify and discuss 
this group.6 7 18 19

Previous work described the Three Cancer Groups 
framework, it included an ‘intermediate’ survival group, 
which consists of cancer types where the 1- year survival 
rate is over 50% and the 5- year survival is under 80%.7 
The intermediate group was designed to explore a similar 
concept to TbnC and includes some of the same key TbnC 
and group B cancers selected in criteria 1 such as stage 4 
breast and prostate cancer. However, the TbnC algorithm 
is designed to be more detailed, for example, in split-
ting out the bladder cancers by stage. The Three Cancer 
Groups framework aims to generalise the pathways of 
people living with cancer based on their cancer type 
and stage at diagnosis, by contrast the TbnC algorithm is 
designed to use a wide range of indicators to follow indi-
vidual people over time and classify based on the persons 
current status in 2015. The Three Cancer Groups frame-
work grouped ‘shorter term survival’ cancer pathways 
together but with the additional data in the algorithm, it 
is possible to separate out those who are TbnC or group B 
rather than EoL in 2015.

In the USA, at least 300 000 people were estimated to be 
living with advanced cancer.18 These represent less than 
5% of the 11.7 million living persons to ever be diagnosed 
with cancer in 2007.20 By contrast, in this study, we iden-
tified 162 561 people living with TbnC or at EoL in 2015, 
out of the estimated 2 million living with cancer in the 
same year,21 representing 8% of the total cancer popula-
tion in England. A more recent US study estimated the 
prevalence of metastatic breast cancer alone to be of over 
138 000 cases, in 2013.19 These studies quantify popula-
tions related to TbnC but that include different people 

Figure 4 Timing and age in the TbnC cohort. For the 
110 615 TbnC not EoL cases, each person level record is 
defined by the earliest criteria met, however multiple criteria 
may have been met; (A) breakdown of the time from initial 
diagnosis to meeting of first TbnC criteria for the TbnC not 
EoL cases. The total for all 11 615 cases is show, along with 
the top five with the largest gap. (B) Population pyramid of 
the 110 616 TbnC not EoL cohort. Age at time of meeting first 
TbnC criteria. EoL,end of life;TbnC, treatable but not curable.
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and they also use different methods, so the difficulty in 
comparing these studies has not escaped us. We offer 
our conceptual and algorithmic definition in the hopes 
to influence the understanding and terminology around 
this group, so that more direct comparisons might be 
possible in the future.

Explanations and implications for clinicians and policymakers
People with TbnC cancer may need tailored emotional, 
physical and financial support. They may be more likely 
to undergo multiple rounds of treatments, facing years 
of scans and follow- ups. This requires enough staff with 
the right skills and resources to give people with TbnC 
cancer the personalised care they need and access to 
appropriate palliative and supportive therapies. People 
living with TbnC cancer exist in considerable numbers in 
England, and tailored consideration should be given to 
their care. Additionally, establishing the concept of TbnC 
should help healthcare professionals to have a better- 
shared understanding of prognosis with their patients. 
This could, in turn, support shared decision- making of 
treatment and other care options.

Recurrence, particularly distant recurrence, has been 
poorly recorded in the current PHE data sets. The 
treatment data sets have only reached a high level of 
completeness in recent years and there are still some 
types of activities not well recorded, which has limited the 
ability to detect all cases of TbnC cancer in our analysis. 
Additionally, an increased understanding and a clearer 
definition of recurrence would likely help the process 
of TbnC case identification. This work demonstrates the 
importance of improved data collection, both in terms 
of completeness and the items covered. For example, 
further development of the Diagnostic Imaging Dataset 
and primary care data could, in time, contributes signifi-
cantly to the TbnC discussion.

Strengths and weaknesses
We carried out this work through a charity- governmental 
analytical partnership, with in- depth and repeated input 
from healthcare providers to help build an algorithm and 
definitions for the population. We also consulted with 
people living with cancer to help guide our terminology. 
Additionally, the calculation of these estimates was made 

Figure 5 The relationships between the criteria. For the 110 615 TbnC not EoL cases, each person level record is defined by 
the earliest criteria met, however, multiple criteria may have been met; (A) event level records showing the occurrence of each 
criterion across the four groups—note: people are counted multiple times if meeting multiple criteria. (B) Percentage of the 
groups meeting two or more criteria; ‘TbnC—not EoL’ group (upper left) and the other three groups as in Fig 2a. (C) Breakdown 
of number of criteria met by each person in the ‘TbnC—not EoL’ group. (D) Cancer type breakdown of the TbnC 2015 incidence 
numbers—note: people are counted multiple times if meeting multiple criteria (group B not included). 1—lung, trachea and 
bronchus, 2—non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma and non- follicular lymphoma. (CLL - Chronic lymphocytic leukemia, CML - Chronic 
myeloid leukaemia)
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possible due to the uniquely rich amount of routine 
health data collected in England, as our strategy relied on 
the ability to draw information from multiple data sets to 
build confidence around our work.

There are instances that might be considered TbnC 
that are not being captured by our criteria as routinely 
collected health data have its gaps, there is variation in 
how data are recorded and variation in how fields like 
those indicating intent might be interpreted. This could 
impact the number of people who are identified as TbnC 
in marginal cases. We sought to address some of these 
concerns by using multiple overlapping criteria, across 
several datasets, and through seeking repeated clinical 
input on their development and refinement. We have put 
weight in the adage ‘Hard cases make bad law’ and aimed 
to identify a cohort we had confidence in, but which may 
miss rare cases of TbnC cancer.

Defining EoL as the ‘last year of life’ could be argued, 
however, it is not practical to attempt case by case deci-
sions. Therefore, we adopted an index date previously 
used in similar work. We believe that some EoL cases 
would in fact fit the TbnC definition, but others, without 
options to extend life, can no longer be described as 
treatable.

This method to identify the TbnC population is likely 
to require future updating, as some of our definitions 
are based on specific lists of treatments whose usage and 
purpose may change. Other changes in clinical practice 
or database structures may also affect the ability to apply 
the methods in the future.

The search criteria are not able to cover all circum-
stances; they would not allow reliable identification 
of people living with TbnC cancer in a clinical setting. 
This is not the intent of the study, which is a population- 
level analysis of the group. However, early identification 
in a clinical setting is essential for access to appropriate 
specialist care and to allow and encourage meaningful 
conversations about treatments and plans for the future.5

Unanswered questions and future research
People living with TbnC cancer may face multiple rounds 
of treatment and it should now be workable, with the 
developed method, to identify this group and research 
their treatment profiles and service use within the wealth 
of data sets from NHS and PHE. It is also possible to inves-
tigate the co- morbidity profile of this group, comparing 
it to that of others living with cancer, which could inform 
topics such as how the non- cancer health and care work-
force may need to interact with this population and the 
complexity of supporting people with multiple condi-
tions, in the future.

In the search criteria, we were not able to consider the 
anomalies in cancer staging. For example, we included all 
stage 4 prostate cancer cases, despite this sometimes only 
indicating spread to nearby lymph nodes. We would like 
to see a more consistent staging criterion across all cancer 
types, as staging methodologies are reviewed.

CONCLUSION
This study quantifies, for the first time, a significant 
and under- recognised sub- population of those living 
with cancer in England who are likely to have increased 
support needs. We estimate that 110 615 people were 
living with TbnC cancer in England at the end of 2015, 
with an additional 51 946 who had entered their last year 
of life.

Every person living with cancer faces a different experi-
ence, treatments and support should be tailored to these 
differences. We believe that personalised care is crucial 
to prolonging and adding quality to the lives of people 
with cancer. To achieve that aim, however, we must quan-
tify and acknowledge the differences in these experiences 
of cancer. We report a quantification of people living 
with TbnC cancer in England, believing this definition 
of a cancer sub- population to be helpful for planners 
and health professionals to better consider this group, 
enabling the formulation of personalised care for them.
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An Excel Workbook of the results is available at: http://www.ncin.org.uk/view?rid=4153 
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Initial inclusion and exclusion criteria of the cohort 

For this work we identified cases of TbnC cancer from a cohort of people with a cancer diagnosis in 

the National Cancer Registration Dataset. 

 

Inclusions     Confirmed cancer diagnosis – ICD C00-99 

Diagnosed 2001- 2015 

English resident 

 
Exclusions   Tumours staged as 0 

Specific cancer types:  

 Exclude Hodgkin lymphoma, T/NK cell lymphomas, non-melanoma of skin, 
testis - ICD C81, C84, C62, C44 

 Exclude lymphoid leukaemia and myeloid leukaemia except for CLL and 
CML - ICD C910, C913-920, C922-929  
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The twelve selection criteria 

These are additionaly summarised in (Appendix 2 - Protocol Table 1) and the TbnC Workbook. 

1. Diagnosed with a particular cancer and stage combination in the National Cancer Registration Datset 

 

People diagnosed with at least one of the cancer type and stage combinations, marked as ‘TbnC’ for the 

main cohort with cancer defined as Treatable but not Curable or 'Group B' for those who the project's clinical 

working group believe are not TbnC but still at increased risk of recurrence or having their life shortened by 

cancer in Table 1. This inclusion table is based on clinical consultation and survival rates.  

  

‘TbnC’ 
 includes: 

All stage 4 cancers apart from thyroid and testicular cancer (excluded due to their high 
survival rates)  
 
Haematological cancers classified through review by haematologists, based on chance of 
cure  
 
In addition, mesothelioma as there is general consensus that with current 
standard/approved treatment eradicating disease is very unlikely. 

‘Group B’  
includes: 

 

Cancers at stage 1 to 3 or with an unknown stage that generally have a 5-year net survival 
of 50% or less, as per clinical recommendation  
 
It also includes haematological cancers that are sometimes curable   
 

 

 If people meet the criteria for both 'TbnC' and 'Group B', they are only included in the 'TbnC' group. 

   

2. Had a diagnosis of secondary malignant neoplasm (metastatic disease) in HES APC 

 

People who had at least one admission to hospital, where the reason for admission indicated metastatic 

cancer in HES. 

 

‘TbnC’ 
 includes: 

 

ICD C78 - Secondary malignant neoplasm of respiratory and digestive organs – all 
cancers 
  
ICD C79 - Secondary malignant neoplasm of other and unspecified sites – all cancers 
 

‘Group B’  
includes: 

 

ICD C77 - Secondary and unspecified malignant neoplasm of lymph nodes  
- only cancers designated to 'Group B' when diagnosed at stage 3: 
           (C15, C16, C22, C23, C24, C33, C34, C67, C51, C54, C55, C56) 

 
 

 

If people meet the criteria for both 'TbnC' and 'Group B', they are only included in the 'TbnC' group. 

Inclusion was based on clinical insight. In HES APC, under the diagnosis section, there are many fields to 

record the multiple diagnoses a patient may have presented with. This analysis was based on a review of the 
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20 diagnostic codes recorded for each admission record. It excluds admissions more than 3 months before 

the patient’s first cancer diagnosis (since 2001). 

 

 

NOTE: all other criteria (3-12) designates exclusively to 'TbnC', and never to 'group B' 

 

3. Received treatment for metastatic disease or progression of primary cancer in CWT 

 

People who received at least one treatment, where the reason for treatment event indicated metastatic 

disease in CWT. 

 

Where metastatic cancer is defined by: 

▪ Distant recurrence of cancer 

▪ First treatment for metastatic disease following an unknown primary cancer 

▪ Second or subsequent treatment for metastatic disease following an unknown primary cancer 

▪ Treatment for progression of primary cancer  

 

4. Received treatment for metastases in RTDS 

People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment, where the reason for treatment recorded was for 

radiation of metastases in RTDS.  

 

5. Received selected chemotherapy in SACT 

People who received at least one particular chemotherapy regimen, for a particular cancer type in SACT. 

Cancer and chemotherapy combinations included were based on surveys completed by clinical advisors. 

Combinations were included where the majority of clinicians noted that the combination 'always' indicated 

TbnC. Additional cancer and chemotherapy combinations selected from the Cancer Drugs Fund list were 

also included. (Appendix 2 - Protocol Table 4).  

 

6. Received selected radiotherapy in RTDS 

People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment at specific anatomical site, for a particular cancer 

type, in RTDS, i.e. cancer type and radiotherapy anatomical target site combination. These combinations 

were based on clinical insight. (Appendix 2 - Protocol Table 5). 

7. Received chemotherapy more than one-year post diagnosis in SACT 

People who received at least one chemotherapy regimen, that commenced more than one year post initial 

cancer diagnosis, in SACT. This excludes breast cancer patients on trastuzumab, or trastuzumab in 

combination with pertuzumab; and excludes those with multiple cancers.   
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8. Received radiotherapy more than six months post initial treatment in RTDS 

People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment that occurred more than six months post initial 

round of radiotherapy, excluding those with multiple cancers, in RTDS.  

 

9. Received chemotherapy recorded as having palliative intent in SACT 

People who received at least one chemotherapy regimen labelled with either palliative intent or as disease 

modifying in SACT.  

 

10. Received radiotherapy treatment recorded as having palliative intent in RTDS 

People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment labelled with palliative intent in RTDS.  

 

11. Received treatment from a palliative consultant in CWT 

People who received at least one treatment given by a 'specialist palliative care' or 'non-specialist palliative 

care (excluding Active Monitoring)' consultant in CWT.  

 

12. Received treatment from a palliative consultant in HES OP 

People who received at least one treatment labelled as given by a consultant working in a palliative care 

specialty during the period of care in HES OP, within one month of a hospital inpatient admission in HES 

APC, where the diagnosis given in HES APC indicated cancer. Cancer is indicated as per the ICD10 codes 

in the inclusions and exclusions laid out in the initial inclusion and exclusion criteria of the cohort section.  
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The final populations quantified  

 

From this population the search criteria were applied to identify three populations.  

 

 
Prevalence     Estimated number of people living with TbnC cancer at the end of 2015.  

This includes those alive at end of 2015 and having met criteria between 2012 
and 2015.  

This is a persons level count so people are counted once under the first of the 12 
criteria that they met in the analysis period.   

 
Occurrence   Estimated number of times a TbnC criteria was met.  

This includes those alive at end of 2015 and having met criteria between 2012 
and 2015.  

This is an event level count so people are counted up to 12 times, once per each 
new criteria met. Those who meet the same criteria more than once are only 
counted once. 

 
Incidence   Estimated number of people who became TbnC during 2015.  

For those meeting criteria anytime in 2015, and not anytime previously (2012-
2014).  

This is a persons level count so people are counted once under the first of the 12 
criteria that they met in the analysis period. Vital status is not considered.  

 

All three cohorts are additionally split by whether the algorithms indicated the analytical groups 
'TbnC' and 'Group B'. Prevalence and Occurrence are also split by the EoL status of the patient 
(EoL positive indicates they died within a year of the end of 2015 i.e. at the end of 215 they were 
in their last year of life rather than TbnC). 
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Cohort profile: treatable but not curable cancer in England, an estimation of the 
population using the cancer registry and linked datasets. 
 

Appendix 2 - Protocol Tables 
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Protocol Table 1: Search criteria for TbnC cancer 
 

 

TYPE OF 

CRITERIA 

TITLE MAIN 

DATASET 

DETAILS 

STAGE AT 

DIAGNOSIS 

1. Cancer and stage 

at diagnosis 

combination 

National 

Cancer 

Registration 

Dataset 

Diagnosed with at least one of the cancer type and stage combinations, 

marked in Protocol Table 3. Those with a ‘TbnC’ are the TbnC cancer 

population and those with a ‘Grp. B’ are in the group B population. 

METASTATIC 

DISEASE 

2. Hospital 

admission with a 

diagnosis of 

secondary cancer 

HES APC Review of the 20 ICD-10 diagnostic codes to identify people who had at least 

one admission for secondary malignant neoplasm of respiratory, digestive 

organs and other sites (C78-79) for all cancers.  This identified the TbnC 

population for this criterion. 

 

Review of the 20 ICD-10 diagnostic codes to identify people who had at least 

one admission for secondary and unspecified malignant neoplasm of lymph 

nodes (C77) for cancers designated to 'Group B' when diagnosed at stage 3 

(C15,C16,C22,C23,C24,C33,C34,C67,C51,C54,C55,C56).  This identified 

the group B population for this criterion. 

  

Admissions more than three months before the patient’s first cancer 

diagnosis (since 2001) were excluded as possible data errors. 

3. Treatment for 

metastatic disease 

or progression of 

primary cancer 

CWT People who received at least one treatment for distant recurrence of cancer, 

first treatment for metastatic disease following an unknown primary cancer, 

second or subsequent treatment for metastatic disease following an unknown 

primary cancer and treatment for progression of primary cancer. 

4. RT for metastases RTDS People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment, where the reason 

for treatment recorded was metastases. 

SPECIFIC 

TREATMENT 

PATTERN 

5. Selected SACT SACT People who received a cancer and chemotherapy combination that predicts 

TbnC cancer (as listed in Protocol Table 4).  

6. RT at a specific 

site 

RTDS People who received radiotherapy on a site that together with the cancer 

type predicts TbnC cancer (as listed in Protocol Table 5). 

TIME ON 

TREATMENT 

7. SACT more than 

1-year post 

diagnosis 

SACT People who received at least one chemotherapy regimen, that commenced 

more than one year post initial cancer diagnosis, excluding breast cancer 

patients on trastuzumab, or trastuzumab in combination with pertuzumab, 

and excluding those with multiple cancers. This treatment could be any line of 

therapy. 

8. RT more than 6 

months from first 

round 

RTDS People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment that occurred more 

than six months post initial round of radiotherapy, excluding those with 

multiple cancers. 

PALLIATIVE 

INDICATORS 

9. SACT with 

palliative or disease 

modifying intent  

SACT People who received at least one chemotherapy regimen recorded as having 

either palliative or disease modifying intent. 

10. Radiotherapy 

with palliative intent  

RTDS People who received at least one radiotherapy treatment recorded as having 

palliative intent. 

11. Palliative care CWT People who received at least one treatment given by a 'specialist palliative 

care' or 'non-specialist palliative care (excluding Active Monitoring)' 

consultant. 

12. Outpatient care 

by a palliative 

consultant 

HES OP People who received at least one treatment given by a consultant working in 

a palliative care specialised service during the period of care. Uses the codes 

indicating the main and treatment specific specialisation of the physician. 

HES APC - Hospital Episode Statistics Admitted Patient Care, HES OP - Hospital Episode Statistics Outpatients, CWT - Cancer Waiting 

Times, SACT - Systemic Anti-Cancer Treatment dataset, RTDS - Radiotherapy Dataset and RT - radiotherapy 
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Protocol Table 2: Rejected search criteria for TbnC cancer 
 

 

DATASET 

 

CRITERIA DESCRIPTIONS 

Systemic Anti-

Cancer Treatment 

(SACT) dataset 

Using the diagnosis codes or stage at time of treatment in the SACT dataset. This was not possible to use as 

clinical advice was that the diagnosis code may be chosen to allow the chemotherapy to be given in e-

prescribing systems rather than to reflect the true current diagnosis of the patient. 

National Cancer 

Registration 

Dataset 

Using data from the recurrence field from the Cancer Outcomes and Services Dataset (COSD). However, it 

only includes an estimated fifth of the recurrences expected1 and it is not currently possible to differentiate 

between local and distant recurrence. 

Identifying those not curable based on comparing survival curves to the general population, identifying plateaus 

in survival or in cure models that identify long term survivors2. However, the concept of TbnC concentrates on 

the probability of being cancer free. A person with incurable cancer but still the same life expectancy as 

someone similar without cancer could still in theory be classed as TbnC cancer. 

Diagnostic Imaging 

Dataset (DID) 

Identifying a cluster of imaging in the DID followed by a change in anti-cancer treatment. Unfortunately, the DID 

does not hold information on the reason or result of imaging and so this criterion would not be reliable.   

Clinical records Using clinical records within a hospital or directly collecting the data on a patient’s prognosis from their medical 

team. Clinical records may include information on other types of treatment such as high intensity focused 

ultrasound or brachy therapy. This study aims to cover all people living with cancer within England and so it 

would be impossible to collect this level of information consistently for all patients 

Dispensed 

prescriptions data 

collected by the 

NHS Prescription 

Services 

Review of primary care prescriptions data, especially hormone treatments. NCRAS, at the time of writing, only 

has access to a small sample of this data so it is not practical to link the datasets for the period required (2012 

- 2015). 

Private hospital 

data 

People treated in private hospitals as these are not consistently submitted to NCRAS. 

HES Outpatients 

(HES OP) / HES 

Accident & 

Emergency (HES 

A&E) 

Using diagnosis information in HES OP or HES A&E to identify reason for appointment/ attendance. However, 

HES OP and HES A&E do not contain accurate diagnosis information and are incomplete compared to HES 

APC. However main specialty in HES OP has been used to identify patients receiving palliative care in criterion 

12. 

 

1 http://www.ncin.org.uk/view?rid=3271  

2 Othus M, Barlogie B, Leblanc ML, Crowley JJ. Cure models as a useful statistical tool for analyzing survival. Clin Cancer 

Res. 2012;18(14):3731–3736. doi:10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-11-2859   
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Protocol Table 3: Criteria 1 – Cancer and stage at diagnosis combinations in the National 
Cancer Registration Dataset    

Stage at Diagnosis 

Description ICD10 Code 1 2 3 4 Unkwn 

mesothelioma C45 TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC 

follicular lymphoma GI and GII C82.0, C82.1  TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC 

multiple myeloma and malignant plasma cell 

neoplasm 

C90  
TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC 

chronic lymphocytic leukaemia of B-cell type C91.1  TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC 

chronic myeloid leukaemia C92.1  TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC TbnC 

secondary malignant neoplasm C76, C77, C78, C79, C80 n/a n/a TbnC TbnC TbnC 

liver C22 Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

gallbladder and biliary C23, C24 Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

pancreas C25 Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

oesophagus C15  - Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

stomach C16  - Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

lung, trachea and bronchus C33, C34  - Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

bladder C67 - Grp. B Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

ovary C56 - - Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

uterus C54, C55  - - Grp. B TbnC Grp. B 

vulva C51 - - Grp. B TbnC - 

renal, pelvis and ureter C65, C66 - - - TbnC Grp. B 

colorectal C18, C19, C20 - - - TbnC Grp. B 

anus and anal canal  C21  - - - TbnC - 

melanoma of skin C43 - - - TbnC - 

cervix C53 - - - TbnC - 

head and neck C00-C14,31-32 - - - TbnC - 

small intestine C17  - - - TbnC - 

other connective and soft tissue C49 - - - TbnC - 

vagina C52  - - - TbnC - 

penis C60  - - - TbnC - 

kidney, except renal pelvis C64 - - - TbnC - 

breast C50 - - - TbnC - 

prostate C61 - - - TbnC - 

small cell B-cell lymphoma, mantle cell 

lymphoma, lymphoblastic (diffuse) lymphoma, 

other non-follicular lymphoma, non-follicular 

(diffuse) lymphoma and unspecified 

C83.0, C83.1, C83.5, 

C83.8, C83.9 
Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B 

mature T/NK-cell lymphomas C84  Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B 

other/unspecified types of non-Hodgkin 

lymphoma 

C85 
Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B Grp. B 

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma C83.3 - - - - - 

Burkitt lymphoma C83.7  - - - - - 

follicular lymphoma GIII and other C82 (EXC. C82.0, C82.1) - - - - - 

thyroid gland C73  - - - - - 

testis C62  - - - - - 

Hodgkin lymphoma C81  - - - - - 

ALL and AML 
C91, C92  

(EXC. C91.1, C92.1) 
- - - - - 

brain C71 n/a n/a n/a n/a Grp. B 

other (C00-C99 excluding all codes already 

listed and C44) 

C00-C99 - - - TbnC - 
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Protocol Table 4: Criteria 5 – TbnC by chemotherapy regimen and cancer type combinations 
recorded in SACT  
 

 

ICD CODE Chemotherapy Regimen 

C00, C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C06, C07, C08, C09, 

C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, C30, C31, C32, C73 
NIVOLUMAB 

C00, C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C06, C07, C08, C09, 

C10, C11, C12, C13, C14 
CETUXIMAB 

C15, C16 

CAPE + OXALIPLATIN + TRASTUZUMAB 

CAPECITABINE + CARBOPLATIN + TRASTUZUMAB 

CAPECITABINE + TRASTUZUMAB 

CISPLATIN + FU + TRASTUZUMAB 

DOCETAXEL 

IRINOTECAN + FLUOROURACIL 

C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23, C24, 

C25, C26 
REGORAFENIB 

C15, C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C21, C22, C23, C24, 

C25, C26, C34 
EVEROLIMUS 

C18, C19, C20, C21 

AFLIBERCEPT 

AFLIBERCEPT + IRINOTECAN 

AFLIBERCEPT + IRINOTECAN + MDG 

BEVACIZUMAB + CAPE + IRINOTECAN 

BEVACIZUMAB + CAPE + OXALIPLATIN 

BEVACIZUMAB + CAPECITABINE 

BEVACIZUMAB + FLUOROURACIL 

BEVACIZUMAB + IRINOTECAN + MDG 

CAPECITABINE + MITOMYCIN 

CAPECITABINE + IRINOTECAN 

CAPECITABINE + CETUXIMAB 

CAPECITABINE + CETUXIMAB + IRINOTECAN 

CAPECITABINE + CETUXIMAB + OXALIPATIN 

CAPECITABINE + IRINOTECAN + PANITUMUMAB 

CETUXIMAB 

CETUXIMAB + IRINOTECAN 

CETUXIMAB + IRINOTECAN + MDG 

CETUXIMAB + MDG 

CETUXIMAB + IRINOTECAN + RALTITREXED 

FLUOROURACIL + MITOMYCIN 

IRINOTECAN 

IRINOTECAN + PANITUMUMAB 

PANITUMUMAB 

TRIFLURIDINE + TIPIRACIL 

TRIFLURIDINE TIPIRACIL 

C18, C19, C20 

CETUXIMAB 

PANITUMUMAB 

TRIFLURIDINE + TIPIRACIL 

C22 SORAFENIB 

C25 

EVEROLIMUS 

GEMCITABINE + NAB-PACLITAXE 

SUNITINIB 

C25, C22, C23, C24 
GEMCITABINE + NAB-PACLITAXEL 

SORAFENIB 

C33, C34, C45 AFATINIB 
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ALECTINIB 

ATEZOLIZUMAB 

CAV 

CYCLO + DOXORUBICIN + VINCRISTINE 

CARBOPLATIN 

CARBOPLATIN + PEMETREXED 

CERITINIB 

CRIZOTINIB 

DOCETAXEL 

DOCETAXEL + NINTEDANIB 

DENOSUMAB 

ERLOTINIB 

GEFITINIB 

GEMCITABINE 

GEMCARBO 

LORLATINIB 

NINTEDANIB 

NIVOLUMAB 

OSIMERTINIB 

PACLITAXEL 

PEMBROLIZUMAB 

PEMETREXED 

TOPOTECAN 

VINORELBINE 

ZOLEDRONIC ACID 

C34 

CRIZOTINIB 

NIVOLUMAB 

PEMBROLIZUMAB 

ATEZOLIZUMAB 

CERITINIB 

CRIZOTINIB 

PEMBROLIZUMAB 

PEMETREXED 

C40, C41, C49 

DOXORUBICIN + OLARATUMAB 

DOCETAXEL + GEMCITABINE 

PACLITAXEL 

SUNITINIB 

TRABECTEDIN 

C43 

DACARBAZINE 

AVELUMAB 

DABRAFENIB + TRAMETINIB 

AVELUMAB 

IPILIMUMAB + NIVOLUMAB 

DABRAFENIB + TRAMETINIB 

C49 LIPOSOMAL DOXORUBICIN 

C50 

ANASTROZOLE + PALBOCICLIB 

BEVACIZUMAB + PACLITAXEL 

CAPECITABINE + LAPATINIB 

CAPECITABINE + PERTUZUMAB + TRASTUZUMAB 

DENOSUMAB + ERIBULIN 

DENOSUMAB 

DENOSUMAB + TRASTUZUMAB EMTANSINE 

ERIBULIN 
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ERIBULIN + TRASTUZUMAB 

EVEROLIMUS 

ANASTROZOLE + PALBOCICLIB 

BEVACIZUMAB + PACLITAXEL 

CAPECITABINE + LAPATINIB 

CAPECITABINE + PERTUZUMAB + TRASTUZUMAB 

DENOSUMAB + ERIBULIN 

DENOSUMAB 

DENOSUMAB + TRASTUZUMAB EMTANSINE 

ERIBULIN 

ERIBULIN + TRASTUZUMAB 

EVEROLIMUS 

EVEROLIMUS + EXEMESTANE 

GEMCARBO 

GEMCITABINE 

LAPATINIB 

LAPATINIB + TRASTUZUMAB 

LETROZOLE + PALBOCICLIB 

MEGESTROL ACETATE / MPA 

PALBOCICLIB 

TRASTUZUMAB + VINORELBINE 

TRASTUZUMAB EMTANSINEEVEROLIMUS + 

EXEMESTANE 

GEMCARBO 

GEMCITABINE 

LAPATINIB 

LAPATINIB + TRASTUZUMAB 

LETROZOLE + PALBOCICLIB 

MEGESTROL ACETATE / MPA 

PALBOCICLIB 

TRASTUZUMAB + VINORELBINE 

TRASTUZUMAB EMTANSINE 

ERIBULIN 

EVEROLIMUS 

PALBOCICLIB 

PERTUZUMAB 

TRASTUZUMAB EMTANSINE 

C51, C52, C53, C54, C55, C56, C57 

BEVACIZUMAB + CARBO + GEMCITABINE 

CYCLOPHOSHAMIDE 

GEMCARBO 

LIPOSOMAL DOXORUBICIN 

MEDROXYPROGESTERONE 

MEGESTROL 

PACLITAXEL 

PACLITAXEL + BEVACIZUMAB 

TAMOXIFEN 

TOPOTECAN 

C53 BEVACIZUMAB 

C56, C57, C48 

BEVACIZUMAB 

NIRAPARIB 

OLAPARIB 

C60, C61, C63, C64, C65, C66, C67, C68 
ABIRATERONE 

AXITINIB 
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CABAZITAXEL 

CABOZANTINIB 

DEGARELIX 

DENOSUMAB 

ENZALUTAMIDE 

EVEROLIMUS 

LENVATINIB 

NIVOLUMAB 

PAZOPANIB 

PEMBROLIZUMAB 

RADIUM 223 

SUNITINIB 

TIVOZANIB 

VINFLUNINE 

C61 

ABIRATERONE 

CABAZITAXEL 

ENZALUTAMIDE 

C64 

CABOZANTINIB 

CABOZANTINIB 

EVEROLIMUS 

NIVOLUMAB 

TIVOZANIB 

C64, C65, C66, C67, C68 

ATEZOLIZUMAB 

PEMBROLIZUMAB 

ATEZOLIZUMAB 

C73 

LENVATINIB 

SORAFENIB 

VANDETANIB 

CABOZANTINIB 

C82 

BENDAMUSTINE 

BENDAMUSTINE + OBINUTUZUMAB 

BENDAMUSTINE 

OBINUTUZUMAB 

C82, C83, C84, C85 
BENDAMUSTINE 

IBRUTINIB 

C85 BRENTUXIMAB 

C90 

BENDAMUSTINE 

BORTEZOMIB 

DARATUMUMAB 

IXAZOMIB + LENALIDOMIDE 

CARFILZOMIB 

POMALIDOMIDE 

C911 
IBRUTINIB 

VENETOCLAX 

C92 
CLOFARABINE 

GEMTUZUMAB OZOGAMICIN 

C921, C922 

BOSUTINIB 

DASATINIB 

PONATINIB 

NILOTINIB 
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Protocol Table 5: Criteria 6 – TbnC by anatomical site receiving radiotherapy and cancer type 
combinations recorded in RTDS 
 

Radiotherapy Site 

Type 

Radiotherapy Site Cancer types 

Bones 

Bone of cranium 

All except bone (C40-41) 

Bone of face 

Jaw 

Vertebra 

Bone of shoulder girdle 

Humerus 

Radius 

Ulna 

Other bone of arm or wrist 

Other bone of hand 

Rib cage 

Bone of pelvis 

Femur 

Tibia 

Other bone of lower leg 

Bone of tarsus 

Other bone of foot 

Joint of shoulder girdle or arm 

Joint of wrist or hand 

Joint of finger 

Joint of pelvis or upper leg 

Joint of lower leg or tarsus 

Other joint of foot 

Other musculoskeletal system 

Brain 

Tissue of brain 

All except brain (C71) 

Ventricle of brain 

Upper cranial nerve 

Other cranial nerve 

Meninges of brain 

Spinal cord 

Spinal nerve root 

Brachial plexus 

Lumbar plexus 

Sacral plexus 

Respiratory 

Other respiratory tract 

Breast (C50), Colorectal (C18-20), Prostate (C61), Kidney (C64), 

Uterus (C54-55), Bladder (C67), Stomach (C16), Cervix (C53), 

Liver (C22), Pancreas (C25) 

Other respiratory tract 

Other respiratory tract 

Other respiratory tract 

Other respiratory tract 

Other Skin of trunk Breast (C50) 
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